
 

 

 

 

 

It was a great challenge to recondition the children for offline classes after more 

than 18 months of online teaching. The transition was equally a challenging task 

which was well accomplished. As the offline classes are in full inertia post-Diwali 

break. Our think tank had the blue print ready for each and every area of school 

administration, teacher training, study material, pedagogical tools, post covid 

precautions, social distancing etc. Bawa-Lalvani Public School have put in place 

alternative methods for students and teachers to continue with their lessons 

while working on methods that will enable school to be a safe learning 

environment for students. The principal office and the core think tank went 

through each resource available one by one. Apart from classifying each resource 

by type, language, subject and grade level as per CBSE guidelines, the team 

prepared a summary and rated the resources after thorough analysis and 

evaluation. Offline educational resources intended for students, teachers and 

parents, aims to bring best out of the worst situation. The Curriculum Resources 

were redesigned, re-planned owing to the lockdown and online teaching. The said 

Curriculum Resources includes pre lesson questionnaire, lessons, audios, videos, 

interactive learning modules, other resources to support students in acquiring 

knowledge and skills. With a leviathan resource bank prepared thoroughly, our 

team has been able to sail smoothly till now. Apart from the plethora of 

resources, our team had buckled up with Professional Development Resources to 

support teachers or parents for a better learning process of student. The core 

think tank strategized well in guiding teachers and parents to main content, 

evolving their skills to teach lesser with chalk and talk method, by enhancing 

themselves in multidimensions to support learners now learning more 

independently under an eagle eye of a form tutor, subject expert at school. It is 

insured that teachers are well equipped with various technical teaching tools like 

audio visual aids, smart classroom aids, OHP etc. to help manage online teaching 

and learning, such as communication tools, time management, technical 

expertise, learning management systems etc which the teachers, parents or 

students used to generate or access educational content. 


